Wedding
Elements
Studio K
Kavlentakis

Welcome Party
Sound Systems with Dj Sets
Consisted of:
- 2x Loudspeakers
- 2x Subwoofers
- Necessary Ampliﬁers etc
- 1x Small scale sound console
- 2x DJ Decks Pioneer Nexus 2000
- 1x DJ Mixer Pioneer DJM 900
- Necessary Cabling
DJ Laptops or Wireless Microphones can be added or plugged
to the supplied system if we know about it before, so that we
change the sound console to a mid venue one
Music Instrument Players such as Guitarists, Violinists,
Saxophonists can plug their microphones (Wired or
Wireless) too.
Just let us know about it before the installaRon
The Setup can also include a T-Bar of led lights and light eﬀects which
auto play (no tech needed) to “dress” the party in an appropriate way.

Wedding Ceremony

A Houppa to get married under

Wooden Rectangular
Decorated with ﬂowers and white fabric

Iron Oval
Decorated with ﬂowers and white tulle

Wedding Ceremony

Pla5orms for Houppas

PlaZorms made of Stages
Safely raising the construcRon up to 2m
The whole construcRon can be covered
with white carpet for decoraRve reasons.

With safety rails covered with tulle

Wedding Ceremony

Sound Systems

Sound Systems
Consisted of:
- 2 - 4x Loudspeakers
- Necessary Ampliﬁers etc
- 1x Mid Venue Sound Console
- 2x Wireless Microphones
- White Mic Stands
- ConnecRng up to 2 musicians
- Necessary Cabling

DJ Laptops, Wireless Microphones, Instrument Wired or Wireless
Equipment can be added or plugged to the supplied system if we know
about it before, so that we have all necessary peripherals with us.

Wedding Reception and Cocktail after the Ceremony
Sound Systems with or without Dj Sets
Consisted of:
- 2 - 4x Loudspeakers
- Necessary Ampliﬁers etc
- 1x Small scale sound console
- 1x Laptop for Lounge Playlists
- Necessary Cabling
DJ Sets or Wireless Microphones can be added or plugged to the
supplied system if we know about it before, so that we change the
sound console to a mid venue one
Music Instrument Players such as Guitarists, Violinists, Saxophonists
can plug their microphones (Wired or Wireless) too.
Just let us know about it before the installaRon
Architect LighRng Systems to “paint surrounding Walls or Trees/Plants
Consisted of:
- Led Par Type Lights
- Necessary Cabling

Wedding Dinner and Party
Mid and Large Venue Sound Systems, with or without Dj Sets
Consisted of:
- Line Array d&b Audiotechnik
- Necessary Ampliﬁers and Peripherals
- 2x Digital sound consoles with stage Racks
- Large Variety of Instruments to ﬁt Bands’ needs
- Truss systems for hanging sound or lights
- Wash and Beam Led Moving Lights
- Fixed Led Lights
- Light Eﬀects (Strobos, Blinders etc)
- Light Designing and Programming Console
- Necessary Cabling

Sound and Light Systems

Wedding Dinner and Party

Stages and Truss Systems

Large Variety and ﬂexibility of Eurotruss and Milos
Truss Systems to hang
lights and/or sound systems
Truss Systems can be clothed, so that most of it is not shown

Stages made of aluminium and wood
ISO and Safety Rules Compliant
Easy and ﬂexible to build at any dimension
needed
Used as Band Stages/Elevators
DJ booths
Dance Floor on grass

Dance Floor at minimum
height of 2cm
Flexible and easy to build on
custom dimensions

Wedding Dinner and Party

Inside a Tent Solu>on

All Wedding Dinner Setups can take place into a
Tent, so that the weather (especially rain) is not
the issue.
The Tent can be 12m wide and up to 30m long
(depth), so as to ﬁt all your guests.

The Sound and Lights setup can be adjusted to
ﬁt inside the same tent with the guests and the
dance ﬂoor, so there is no compromising when
using the “Tent SoluRon”

Wedding Dinner and Party

Inside a Light House

Similar to the Tent SoluRon, is the “Light House” Setup.
A Truss Support system, can hold and raise all lights for
your party and the dimmable led lights.
Under it, anything can take place (the Wedding
Ceremony or the Party or Both), since there is lighted
room for all tables, catering, dance ﬂoor, band or DJ etc.
The Truss ConstrucRon can be from 12m x 12m up to
anything we need , so as to ﬁt all your guests and needs.

The Sound and Lights
setup can be adjusted
and also lifed to ﬁt
inside the Light House
with the guests and the
dance ﬂoor, so there is
no compromising in
space or equipment
used.

Farewell Party
Sound Systems with Dj Sets
Consisted of:
- 2x Loudspeakers
- 2x Subwoofers
- Necessary Ampliﬁers etc
- 1x Small scale sound console
- 2x DJ Decks Pioneer Nexus 2000
- 1x DJ Mixer Pioneer DJM 900
- Necessary Cabling
The Setup can also include a T-Bar of led lights and light eﬀects which
auto play (no tech needed) to “dress” the party in an appropriate way.

Parallel Services / Contacts
InnovaRve ideas to use as Decor for your special day/night such as:
Light Up Legers of your choice,
Led stripes,
Curtain lights,
Candles etc.
Fireworks or Sparkle Flames
Use your imaginaRon and we shall ﬁnd the right partner to make it happen

Parallel Services / Contacts
Flowering and Deco Partners are ready to work for your day of your dreams,
ﬁlling the Venue with the right
ﬂowers,
fabrics,
ribbons,
chandeliers
Vinyl Prints etc,
ﬁhng the right colours, textures and designs in each environment/occasion

